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A solid horizontal shoot'em up with extremely detailed graphics and a gorgeous artstyle.
Raccomanded to everyone,but fans of the genre should absolutely play it.. It has a horror tag, but it's not scary. A really nice
game if you don't have much time to play, you can finish it in less than a hour, It's free to play.. I love the train-themed games,
but in The Last Express the interface and the story made me quit after 2 hours - perhaps it is "one of the best adventure games
of all time", but most of the gameplay I had no clue what is going on (should I take part in a deal, do I have the gold or was the
gold stolen from me, I want to talk to a character, but can't, etc) and with time I less and less wanted to understand what is going
on...

. so much fun. Oh dear, where to start?

Ocassionally I like to completely ignore all the reviews and try out a game because I like the concept. Sometimes I strike it lucky
- this is not one of those times.

The game is incredibly clunky from the outset. The controls are poor - do not even attempt to play using a keyboard! Even after
switching to my steam controller it is a pretty poor show.

Once you get past the controls I'm afraid the gameplay become pretty repetative pretty damn quickly - like a few matches in.
The tactics really just involve deciding what your player is going to do each month and that is simply a case of deciding to play a
match, do some training which gives you a boost for a few months or to rest up.

The game lacks any form of depth and pretty much feels like it's soul purpose is to cash in on Wimbledon fever - I'm all for
developers making money - after all crave the worlds they create - but this is a poor attempt to deliver a concept. Add to this the
AAA price tag and I'm left wondering how little shame the developers truly have.

Double fault: Game, Set and Why the hell did we even bother?. Its a good pack not much point if you Pre-ordered the game but
if your really want it, I think it is worth getting especially if you did not pre-order.

How ever i do think $4.95 would be more suitable price i think current $7.95 is to high. How do I view this DLC? This is my
first time.
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O que falar de Hare...
Hare \u00e9 um jogo muito divertido, tem um gameplay fren\u00e9tico e possui variadas formas de gameplay, possui uma plot
que te faz querer chegar at\u00e9 o final e tem um otimo grau de dificuldade, gostaria de parabenizar aos desenvolvedores por
criar um jogo que trouxe a mim algumas memorias da minha infancia, quando os jogos eram bons.. golf, thats it. not crazy, not
worms, not worth the time of worms days, which as we know are normally short and filled with inevitable perils.. I was thrilled
whenever I started readin this and found out that it was a part 2 for the Hero of Kendrickstone. I really enjoyed the characters in
this story, although I don't feel that this one had as much effort put into it as the first one did. The ending seemed really rushed.
I hope that there will be a part three to continue onto this. Overall, I'd give this a 7\/10.. Im sure its a good game but i just
bought it and as soon as i play , it it launches in a poor aspect ratio of which i can't change. I go onto settings but upon clicking
the corrcet ratio i cant comfirm it as my mouse can not click the accept button. After going onto properties to try changing the
start up it still does not work, i redownload it and go onto the preferences in an attempt to completly change the games
resloution but still does not work if i could get some help that would be great :) P.S reply please developers.. Don't know what
everyone is complaining about. Absolutely fabulously modelled, well worth the money unlike most locos on train sim. Really
complex and is a thrill to drive, very realistic and the sounds and graphics are fantastic.

10\/10. Best Brothers and arms game in the franchise.

Its got grit, its got difficulty. Even mod support.. Something else something else
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